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ABSTRACT: In order to study the grain boundary’s (GB’s)
blocking effect in lanthanum silicate electrolyte, high density
Al-doped apatite-type lanthanum silicate was synthesized and
characterized by impedance spectroscopy, scanning electron
microscopy, X-ray diffraction, and transmission electron
microscopy. Microstructural characterization indicated that
the GB’s blocking effect was an intrinsic effect. Further
microanalysis shows that the GB region is rich in La and poor
in Si in comparing with the grain interior (GI). Our discussion
suggested that the chemical variation from GI to GB, on the
one hand, could degrade the GB region’s conductivity; on the
other hand, it introduced a strong space-charge effect at GBs. The latter was believed to play a dominant role in the GB’s
blocking effect.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) can directly transform chemical
energy into electrical energy; therefore, its high efficiency
(>50%) is a big advantage over the electricity-generator devices
that are based on the combustion of fossil fuels.1,2 A single
SOFC device is made up by three components: an anode,
cathode, and electrolyte. Materials used as electrolytes should
have a good ionic conductivity and negligible electronic
conductivity. Yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) is the most
commonly used SOFC electrolyte at high temperatures
(>800 °C).3 However, the high operation temperature incurs
significant difficulties in material selections for both electrode
and interconnected components. When the operation temper-
ature is below 800 °C, YSZ’s ionic conductivity becomes too
low to achieve high power density in SOFC applications. As a
result, many alternative oxide-ion conductors have been
explored for intermediate temperature (500−700 °C) SOFC
in the past decades, such as doped ceria, LaGaO3-based
perovskite, and apatite-type lanthanum silicates.3−5 The
conduction mechanism of apatite-type lanthanum silicates is
an interstitial mechanism,6,7 which is different from the oxygen
vacancy diffusion mechanism in doped ceria, LaGaO3-based
perovskites, and other electrolytes.8,9 Theoretical studies
suggested that the activation energy of interstitial oxide
conduction mechanism was lower than that of oxygen vacancy

conduction mechanism.10,11 Thus, the unique conduction
mechanism of lanthanum silicates is an advantage over other
electrolytes. Moreover, lanthanum silicate has been found to be
tolerant to a broad range of dopants,12 which provides more
opportunities in material design and optimization to achieve
high ionic conductivity. Therefore, apatite-type lanthanum
silicates are promising electrolytes for intermediate temperature
SOFCs.
Hexagonal apatite-type lanthanum silicate is a cation-

deficient structure with its chemical formula as
La9.33+xSi6O26+1.5x (LSO), in which La-site vacancies are formed.
The ionic conductivity of hexagonal apatite-type lanthanum
silicate was first evaluated by Nakayama et al in 1995.13 It was
reported that the material had a very low activation energy (0.7
eV) and good conductivity (1.4 × 10−3 S/cm at 700 °C). Since
then many researchers were engaged in developing higher
conductive lanthanum silicates as well as the conduction
mechanism in lanthanum silicates.6,11,14−22 Recently, Fukuda et
al. reported that the c-axis-conductivity of lanthanum silicate
could be as high as 7.9 × 10−2 S/cm at 800 °C and the
activation energy was as low as 0.35 eV.23
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In the past decades, studies on LSO-based materials mainly
related to their bulk conductivity. Less attention was paid to the
grain boundary’s (GB’s) conductivity, even though impedance
spectroscopy has repeatedly shown that a GB’s blocking effect
is significant.19,24−26 Since LSO-based materials are presented
as a polycrystalline form in SOFC application, to improve the
total conductivity, it is very necessary to minimize GB’s
blocking effect in LSO-based electrolytes. According to
previous reports on zirconia-based and ceria-based electrolytes,
the GB’s blocking effect was categorized into extrinsic effect
and intrinsic effect.27−29 The former is due to the formation of
an intergranular impurity phase. The latter comes from GB
itself. It is still unclear which effect dominates the GB’s blocking
effect in LSO-based electrolytes. More detailed studies on GB’s
structure−property relationship are needed for lanthanum
silicates in order to understand the GB’s blocking effect and
improve the total conductivity. In this work, a highly dense Al-
doped apatite-type LSO pellet was synthesized. Its high GB
blocking effect was studied by diverse analytical techniques
including impedance spectroscopy, scanning electron micro-
scope (SEM), X-ray diffraction (XRD), and transmission
electron microscopy (TEM). The structure−property relation
was analyzed, which could benefit our understanding of the
high GB blocking effect in such typical apatite-type lanthanum
silicate and provide useful information for developing highly
conductive LSO-based electrolytes.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Due to the strong enhancement of conductivity in lanthanum silicates
by Al-doping effect,20 the hexagonal Al-doped LSO electrolytes are
very promising. In this work, Al-doped LSO (ALSO, with nominal
chemical formula as La9.33+xSi5.8Al0.2O25.9+1.5x) was synthesized by
conventional solid-state reaction. Specimens were obtained from a
mixture of raw powders of La2O3 (99.99% purity, Kishida Chemical
Co. Ltd.), SiO2 (99% purity, Kishida Chemical Co. Ltd.), and
Al(OH)3 (99.5% purity, Kishida Chemical Co. Ltd.). Powders were
pressed into a disc at 57 MPa, followed by sintering at 1700 °C for 10
h in air. To make the pellets fully dense, the calcined powders were
thoroughly ground in ethanol for 2 h with a planetary ball mill at a
rotating speed of 400 rpm before the final sintering.
The sintered ALSO pellet was mechanically polished to a thickness

of 1.3 mm by removing both sides of the surface. After that, circular Pt
paste areas were applied to both surfaces with their diameters as 6 mm.
Then, they were fired at 1000 °C for 2 h to serve as electrodes. The
impedance spectra were obtained by Solartron SI 1260 impedance
spectroscopy with ac amplitude as 80 mV and a frequency range of
106−0.1 Hz. The ALSO sample was measured from 250 to 375 °C
with an interval of 25 °C. The impedance spectra were fitted according
to an equivalent circuit with the program ZView (Version 3.0a). The Q
is a constant phase element, which is characterized by two parameters,
CQ and n. Corresponding capacitances, C, were obtained from C =
(R1−nCQ)

1/n.
After impedance spectroscopy measurements, the Pt electrodes

were removed and the specimen was characterized by X-ray diffraction
(XRD) (RINT-ULTMA+) with Cu Kα1 as the X-ray source. The
collecting 2θ angle was from 10° to 90°. Then, after a thermal etching
of the sample at 1500 °C for 1 h, scanning electron microscope (SEM)
(JEOL S-5000) was applied to observe the microstructure. After that
TEM specimens were prepared by conventional grinding and
dimpling, and finished by Ar ion-milling using Gatan PIPS model
691 ion-milling machine. To minimize the damage from the ion-
milling process, a low ion-beam voltage of 3.5 keV and a small incident
beam angle (5°) were used for final thinning. TEM investigations were
performed on a JEOL 2100F TEM operated at 200 kV. The TEM is
equipped with energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) and high-
angle annular dark-field (HAADF) detector for chemical analysis. The
electron beam probe size was set to 0.2 nm for STEM-HAADF

imaging and 1 nm for EDS measurement in the scanning-TEM
(STEM) model. The inner and outer angles of the HAADF detector
were 190 and 470 mrad, respectively. Inelastic scattering was expected
to be dominant under this condition for lanthanum silicate.

3. RESULTS
3.1. Impedance Spectroscopy. Since the secondary phase

in our ALSO sample is negligible (see the following
Microstructure Characterization section), it is reasonable to
treat our ALSO sample as a homogeneous material. Thus, the
electrical response of our ALSO sample can be described using
the brick-layer model.30 Impedance spectra of the ALSO
sample always show three semicircle arcs in all measured
temperature points. Figure 1 shows a representative impedance

spectrum of the ALSO at 300 °C. According to the brick-layer
model, the two semicircles in higher frequency range were
assigned to the impedance response of the grain interior (GI)
and GB, respectively. The third one was assigned to electrode
polarization. By fitting the experimental impedance spectra with
an equivalent circuit (shown in Figure 1), the resistances and
capacitances both from bulk and GB can be obtained (shown in
Table 1). Our impedance results are consistent with previous

impedance analysis of LSO samples.19,24−26 As can be seen in
Figure 1 and Table 1, the GB’s resistances are much larger than
corresponding bulk resistances in our measured temperature
range (250−375 °C). Therefore, the GB’s blocking effect in our
ALSO sample is very significant and its influence on the overall
ionic conductivity is of great concern.
In order to estimate the GB’s conductivity, we assumed the

dielectric constants of GI and GB are the same, according to eq
1,29

δ = ·
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

C
C

DGI

GB (1)

Figure 1. Impedance spectrum of the ASLO sample measured at 300
°C. The fitting curve is plotted according to the equivalent circuits
(shown in the top right corner). The deconvolution of contributions
from bulk, GB, and electrode are also plotted.

Table 1. Fitting Results at Different Temperature (T): Bulk
Resistance RGI, Bulk Capacitance CGI, GB Resistance RGB,
and GB Capacitance CGB

T (°C) RGI (Ω) CGI (10
−11F) RGB (Ω) CGB (10−9 F)

250 4529 8.68 40032 5.06
275 2460 8.76 18100 5.83
300 1512 8.58 8578 5.17
325 811 9.89 4696 5.55
350 519 10.27 2606 5.13
375 366 9.34 1368 5.37
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where CGI and CGB are the capacitance values of GI and GB,
respectively; D is the average grain size. The estimated GB
thickness, δ, is around 90 nm for our ALSO sample, which is
close to the previously reported value (70 nm).24 According to
GI and GB’s resistances at different temperatures (Table 1),
temperature dependent conductivities both from GI (i.e., bulk)
and GB were obtained and plotted in Figure 2. According to

the Arrhenius equation, σT = A exp(−ΔE/RT), where σ is the
conductivity, T is the absolute temperature, and R is the gas
constant. The activation energy of GI (Ea,GI) and GB (Ea,GB)
were estimated as 0.65 and 0.83 eV (shown in Figure 2),
respectively. Their values are consistent with previous
reports.13,20 GB activation energy is higher than that of GI,
which also indicates GB acts as a blocking layer for the
conduction of oxide ions.
3.2. Microstructure Characterization. 3.2.1. SEM and

XRD. SEM observation shows that only a few small pores were
formed within the sintered ALSO sample (shown in Figure 3),
which indicates that the ASLO pellet is highly dense (∼97%).
Our ALSO samples are in the form of polycrystalline. Most of
grains are in the range of 3−10 μm in size. The average grain
size (D) is estimated as 5 μm according to SEM images. XRD

was also employed to examine the ASLO sample. As shown in
Figure 4, all the peaks in the XRD pattern were attributed to

the hexagonal apatite-type structure, which indicated that an
impurity phase, if it existed, was successfully depressed to a very
low level.

3.2.2. TEM Characterization. In grain interiors, hexagonal
apatite-type structure was confirmed by TEM through both
selected area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns and high
resolution lattice images. Representative TEM results were
shown in Figure 5a, b, and d. Figure 5c shows the crystal
structure of hexagonal apatite-type lanthanum silicate viewed
along the [111] zone axis. By comparing d with c, it was noted
that only La-site atomic columns were visible in STEM-
HAADF lattice image (Figure 5d). Thus, the brightness of the
STEM-HAADF image mainly comes from La’s inelastic
scattering of electrons.
In GB areas, our intensive TEM observation confirmed that

most GBs were free of impurity phase. However, small-size
impurity phases were found at grains’ triple junction positions
(as shown in Figure 6a). EDS results showed that the impurity
phase was rich in La and poor in Si and impurity element P was
also detected within it (shown in Figure 6b and c). The
formation of impurity phase is probably due to the low purity of
precursors (99% SiO2 and 99.5% Al(OH)3). However, impurity
phases only formed at grains’ triple junction positions. Since
such an impurity phase is very small and its distribution is very
few, it can hardly cause significant conductivity degradation in
our samples. Thus, the high GB’s blocking effect in our sample
is not due to a GB’s intergranular impurity phases. Further
HRTEM images and high resolution STEM-HAADF lattice
images also confirmed that grains were directly connected.
Representative lattice images of a GB are shown in Figure 7. It
shows a direct grain-to-grain connected GB. According to our
atomic TEM observation, it was confirmed that the GB’s
blocking effect is an intrinsic effect. Our experiment also
evidenced that even using low purity precursors to synthesize
LSO-based electrolyte the extrinsic effect was still neglectable in
blocking oxide ions.
However, we noted that GBs had a bright contrast under

STEM-HAADF mode (shown in Figure 7b and Figure 8).
Since the brightness of HAADF image is mainly contributed by
La-site atomic columns (See Figure 5d, a high atomic number
resulting in high electron scattering ability31), the GB’s bright
contrast indicated a local enrichment of La at GBs. Further

Figure 2. Temperature dependent conductivity of GI and GB.
According to the Arrhenius equation, the activation energy values are
0.65 and 0.83 eV for GI and GB, respectively.

Figure 3. SEM micrograph to show the dense morphology of the
sintered ALSO sample.

Figure 4. XRD pattern indicates that the prepared ALSO sample
shows high phase purity. All the peaks are indexed by the hexagonal
apatite-type structure.
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EDS measurement confirmed such chemical variation between
GI and GB. Figure 9 shows quantitative EDS line-scan results
of GB and GI. Compared with GI, GB is rich in La and poor in
Si. On the basis of each element’s concentration (average values
in Figure 9b) and the charge neutrality principle, the chemical
formulas for GI and GB are approximately La9.33Si6O26 and
La10Si5O25, respectively. (The small amount of Al-dopant (less

than 1%) is neglectable.) Our TEM results also indicated that
such an abnormal GB apatite layer was very thin (a few
nanometers). It is necessary to point out that because of the
interfacial features the local composition of GB is usually
different with GI,32 especially for ionic solids.33 The estimated
chemical formulas indicated that GI was a common La-deficient
LSO but GB was an oxygen-and-silicon-deficient LSO.

Figure 5. TEM results from the sample’s [111] zone axis: (a) SAED pattern; (b) HRTEM image; (d) STEM-HAADF image. (c) Lattice structure of
hexagonal apatite-type La9.33Si6O26 projected from the [111] zone axis. Comparing c with d, it was found that bright spots in STEM-HAADF image
were corresponding to La-site atomic columns.

Figure 6. (a) STEM bright field image showing GBs and impurity phase at grain’s triple junction. (b) EDS spectrum from grain interior as indicated
by “GI” in part a. (c) EDS spectrum from impurity phase as indicated by “Impurity phase” in part a. Comparing b with c, it can be seen that the
impurity phase is rich in La and poor in Si and contains impurity element P.

Figure 7. Typical GB region imaging with (a) HRTEM and (b) high resolution STEM-HAADF. Both images show that the GB is sharp and clean.
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4. DISCUSSION
4.1. Structural and Chemical Analysis. Due to the

interstitial conduction mechanism of LSO-based electrolytes,
material’s conductivity is very sensitive to the concentration of
interstitial oxide ions. Therefore, oxygen excess LSO materials
(La9.33+xSi6O26+1.5x, 0 < x < 0.67) show very high ionic
conductivity.6,11,16,20,22 In this work, our EDS analysis indicates
GB’s chemical formula is La10Si5O25. Though there is no data
about the conductivity of such composition LSO material, it is
reasonable to believe its conductivity is very low. First, GB’s
chemical composition (La10Si5O25) indicates that GB is an
oxygen-deficient LSO layer. There are many oxygen vacancies
within the GB region. Interstitial oxide ions prefer to fall into
oxygen-sites. Therefore, interstitial oxide ions can hardly exist

in such oxygen-deficient LSO structure, which will results in the
GB region as a depletion layer of interstitial oxide ions.
According to the interstitial conduction mechanism of apatite-
type LSO, the GB region will exhibit very low conductivity.
Second, the GB’s chemical composition deviates from normal
apatite-type lanthanum silicate, which can result in severe lattice
distortion and influence the diffusion path of oxide ions. Finally,
few la-site vacancies at GBs also play a negative role in oxide
ion conduction.21,22

Additionally, the GB’s chemical composition seems close to
the La2SiO5 second phase, which probably indicates that the
GB’s chemical variation favors the formation of La2SiO5 second
phase at GBs. Because in our previous ALSO samples,17 a small
amount of the La2SiO5 second phase was detected by XRD.

4.2. Space-Charge Analysis. In the view of crystallog-
raphy, the GB is the place where bulk lattice symmetry is
broken. Therefore, the GB structure is a nonequilibrium state
compared with the GI. Consequently, structural and chemical
variation between GB and GI always happens, which can result
in the formation of charged regions near GBs in ionic
solids.34,35 It has been verified that such charged GB regions
played a significant role in determining the conductivity of
many electrolytes.28,29,36−38 Because GB may act as barrier layer
when free carriers try to diffuse across a GB, which is the well-
known space-charge effect.28 In this work, our TEM character-
ization already confirmed local chemical variation at GBs.
However, it is still unclear whether this chemical variation will
result in a strong space-charge effect. It is also unclear whether
the space-charge effect plays a dominant role in GB’s blocking
effect. To address these issues, we conducted a space-charge
analysis as follows.
If a GB’s blocking effect is mainly due to its space-charge

effect, according to the Schottky barrier model,28

σ
σ

φ
φ

=
Δ

Δ
ze k T

ze k T
exp( (0)/ )

2 (0)/
GI

GB

B

B (2)

where σGI is the grain-interior’s (bulk) conductivity; σGB is the
GB’s conductivity; Δφ(0) is the Schottky barrier height or the
space-charge potential;28 e is the elementary charge; z is the
charge number; kB is Boltzmann’s constant, and T is the
absolute temperature. The Schottky barrier height, Δφ(0), can

Figure 8. GB’s bright contrast is clear in the low magnification STEM-
HAADF image. The intensity profile across the GB is also given.

Figure 9. EDS line scans both from GI and GB. The locations were shown in part a. Quantitative composition results were shown in b. The average
values indicated that the GB region is rich in La and poor in Si.
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be estimated from eq 2. Figure 10 shows temperature
dependent Δφ(0) for our ALSO sample.

Due to the Schottky barrier layer, a higher activation energy
of GB (Ea,GB) is required compared with GI (Ea,GI). According
to the space-charge theory, their energy difference ΔEc can be
calculated by using eq 3:28

φ
φ

φΔ = Δ − +
Δ

∂Δ
∂

⎧⎨⎩
⎫⎬⎭E e k T

T T
(2 (0) ) 1

1
(0)

(0)
(1/ )c B

(3)

As demonstrated by Guo et al.,28,29 if GB’s blocking effect is
due to GB’s space-charge effect, the average value of ΔEc
calculated from eq 3 should agree well with the experimental
result (ΔEm), i.e. ΔEc ≈ ΔEm. For our ALSO sample, ΔEc is
estimated as 0.2 eV, which is in good agreement with ΔEm
(0.18 eV) (ΔEm = Ea,GB − Ea,GI). Therefore, we believe that
GB’s blocking effect is mainly due to GB’s space-charge effect.
On the basis of our above analysis, it is believed that the

chemical composition variation from GI to GB resulted in a
strong space-charge effect at GBs. It is very essential to
minimize GB’s blocking effect to obtain highly conductive LSO
electrolytes. During the past decades, substantial studies have
been done on the space-charge theory, which provided
theoretical instructions on how to minimize GB’s space-charge
effect in solid state electrolytes. Simultaneously, many novel
material-processing methods have been explored in many kinds
of electrolytes to reduce the GB’s space-charge effect.39−43 Such
theoretical and experimental works, as well as our microanalysis
in this work, can provide valuable indications for minimizing
the GB’s blocking effect in lanthanum silicates.

5. CONCLUSION
Structural characterization confirmed that a GB’s blocking
effect was an intrinsic effect in our ALSO electrolyte. Further
microanalysis on GB regions found that the chemical
composition at the GB was different than that in the GI, i.e.
the GB was rich in La and poor in Si. Our analysis indicated
that such local chemical variation at the GB region results in
not only a low conductivity GB layer but also a strong space-
charge effect at GB. A GB’s space-charge effect was believed to
play a dominant role in a GB’s blocking effect, which is valuable
for design and synthesis of high performance LSO-based
electrolytes. Our work contributed to the understanding of
GB’s structure−property relation in LSO-based electrolytes.
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